Reminder on Our Upcoming Class Schedule

So Where is ENV 340?

This Week (March 26 & 28): The South

ENV Building, Third Floor

• Tuesday: regular class meeting (in our regular classroom)
• Thursday: Urban Analysis Exercise (note the room: meeting in ENV
340 – GIS Lab room – current keypad access code: “5279”)

ENV
345

Next Week (April 2 & 4): Regional & Urban Analysis

ENV
340

• Tuesday: Mid-Term Exam #2 (back in our regular classroom)
• Thursday: Continued Urban Analysis work (in ENV 340)
Atrium

Note: I will be in our regular classroom to administer your Tues April 2
exam, but I will be away at a conference on Thur April 4.

Stairs

• Your Thursday April 4 urban analysis session will be supervised by our class
TA (and ENV 340 will be open for your use)

Stairs

Urban Analysis Exercise is Due on Thursday April 11
N

Finding the Exercise Documents…
On our class syllabus and handouts page, find the week 10 links:

Starting the
Exercise:
Page 2 of your
exercise instructions
document lays out
some key terms and
an overall plan for you
to follow.

Please download and review the instructions document before
you get to class on Thursday

Midterm Exam #2

Please pay close
attention to this
important page…

Key City Focus: Metro Tampa-St Petersburg

Similar questions to Midterm Exam #1, but…
• One section: 4 multi-part questions in the section
• You complete 3 of these 4 questions (choose any three)
• Covering weeks 6-10 (so this class today is included)
• Give careful thought to each question
• Choose well which 1 of the 4 questions you do not
complete
• As you study, please pay attention to
• Our class discussions
• Readings
• Any videos we have viewed together
• You should also refer to the week 6-10 review document
as you prepare (see review documents page on our
course website)
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Group Urban Analysis Exercise
The previous picture is from the urban
focus for our GIS analysis: a
community named “Carriage Pointe”
located just outside of Tampa.
This is a neighborhood that is the
location of one of several real-life
stories from George Packer’s New
York Times Bestseller, The Unwinding.
The book’s big idea: there is an
important local and unseen dimension
to the social and economic change
happening across America.

This is a portion
recounting reporter
Michael Van
Sickler’s
investigative
journalism on
residential
development in the
Tampa Bay area.
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Your task in the Urban Analysis
exercise is to use GIS technology
and community data to provide
some insight into the challenges
faced by the Carriage Pointe
community in particular.

Carriage
Pointe

The Regions of North
America
The Changing South
The Southern Coastlands

The South
Foundational Issue for Today:
What impact might having very few cities
and many towns have on the development of
life in a region?

 We’re dealing with two regions from your

reading that in this class we will call “the US
South”, or simply “the South”

Q: How many of us have lived in “the
South”? Traveled through the region?
Which part?
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The South

The South

 The South is one of the “strongest regions” of

 Quote from your reading:

the country




The region has a well-developed identity
People in the region identify themselves with
the region
People outside the region have strong
perceptions as to what the region and its
people are like






“The personality of a place can be gleaned by
passing through the landscape and living
among its people with one’s senses open …”
Q: what sense do you have of the personality
of the South?
What elements of the region and its people
makes it distinct from other places in America?

 Q: why do you think this is?

The South

The South

 Another Q: How do you think the perceptions

 We will focus on two reasons for the

of the South might be different between a
resident and an outsider?

uniqueness of the South as a region



Physical geography: source of risk and
opportunity
History: the past and its influence on the
present

The Physical Geography of the South

The Physical Geography of the South

 The region’s unique combination of

 These factors make the region’s climate

physical characteristics accounts for the
region’s climate




Latitude: southern portion of the country
(entire region is south of latitude 35° north)
Topography: fertile coastal plains and gentlyrolling terrain
Proximity to water: next to the Gulf of Mexico
and the Atlantic Ocean

what we “know and love”




Humid, subtropical
Mild winters, hot summers
Long growing season
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Growing Season Map

The Physical Geography of the South
 These physical factors also account for

one of the most prominent natural hazards
of the region




The South includes
specific climate types that
make the region what it is



Hurricanes: as your textbook reading says, “More
sporadic, more dramatic, and locally more
destructive … than elsewhere in North America”
The Gulf of Mexico is an ideal generation zone for
the creation of these massive storms
Q: have any of us experienced a hurricane in
person?

Source: USDA

Hurricane Landfalls by County,
1900-2010

Severe Hurricane Landfalls, 1950-2018

2017 Was a Very Bad Year for Hurricanes

Category 5 at Landfall
Category 4 at Landfall

1954

1957

The threat that
hurricanes pose
for the South is
clear

1989

Elena (1985)
2018

1961
2017

2004

Andrew (1992)
2017 was a particularly
challenging year

1960
2017

1960

The 2017 hurricane season produced the most reported tornadoes in nearly
a decade
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Hurricane Harvey Hitting the Gulf Coast

Hurricane Harvey exposed some
vulnerabilities on the Texas Gulf
Coast, but Houston is not the
only major metropolitan area
with issues…

Tampa Bay is one of the
most vulnerable regions in
the world to a hurricane
strike
Development has
happened in places where
it really should not
• This map indicates that
hundreds of thousands
of people are
vulnerable to a direct
hurricane strike in the
region

Key example: Tampa
General Hospital
• Largest hospital in
region
• One of largest in the
entire state
• Built on an artificial
island next to
downtown Tampa
• Vulnerable to
submersion under 20
feet of water,
depending on hurricane
circumstances
(hurricane strength and
direction)

Source: Washington Post (2017) Tampa Bay’s
Coming Storm, July 28.
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Physical Geography and the Economy
The physical geography of the
region brings risks that cities
and states simply cannot ignore
-

Flooding
Wind Damage
Health Impacts
Economic Loss
Community Displacement/
Disruption/Destruction

 The physical geography of the region also

provides good things: jobs and economic
opportunity


Focus on oil and gas for the moment, although
agriculture is another relevant case to
consider

Physical Geography and the Economy
 Oil and gas accounts for three significant

activities in the South




Production (oil and gas wells)
Processing (refining and further petrochemical
manufacturing)
Transportation (pipelines)

Petrochemical Complex: Pasadena, TX

The Gulf coast represents
the largest regional
concentration of refining
capacity in North America

The Houston area is a key center in the
Gulf coast refinery system
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US Pipeline Network
One company’s
pipeline network

IL
MO

Connecting the Gulf
coast with the industrial
northeast

KY

AR

TN

AL

TX
LA

MS

Source: National Pipeline Mapping System

Note the complex concentration of
pipeline routes in the Gulf region

Physical Geography and the Economy

Previous Pipeline Use

 What’s new: now this infrastructure is also

being used to process oil from other
regions


Exxon-Mobil: reversed a major north-south oil
pipeline

After Pipeline Reversal

Businesses must constantly
re-evaluate how they manage
their interactions with the
natural resource base of the
South

Using existing infrastructure in new
ways (efficient use of resources)
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The History of the South
 The development of the region has also

been shaped by its heritage


Unique regional culture finds its roots in the
1700s: mixing of British, Native Americans,
Africans, and Cajuns (relocated French
Acadians)

“Culturally, New Orleans is both/and rather than either/or”

“Culturally, New Orleans is both/and rather than either/or”

The History of the South

The History of the South

 The development of the region has also

 Q: what’s the disadvantage of having an

been shaped by its heritage



A regional economy focused on agriculture
was entrenched by early in the 1700s
Tobacco was the first cash crop (early 1700s),
followed by cotton (planted in the 1790s and
onward)

economy that is primarily oriented towards
agriculture?




Cyclical by nature (“booms” and “busts” that
follow the ups and downs of the environment
and agricultural markets)
Devoting most of your resources to agriculture
means you don’t pay as much attention in
other areas: low in manufacturing, services
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1790

The History of the South
 An agricultural orientation also meant the

South was slow to urbanize




A primarily rural population, even as the cities
of the North grew (New York, Boston,
Chicago)
In 1870: New Orleans had 191,000 people,
but only four other Southern cities had more
than 25,000

1800

1810

1820

1830
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1840

1850

1860

1870

1880

1890
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1890

1890
Many Large Cities

Almost No Large Cities

The History of the South
 Q: what do you think a lack of large cities

meant for life in the South?

Cities bring most of the
advancements we associate with
modern society.
Not having large cities held the
South back from full participation
in American economic and cultural
development.

The History of the South

The History of the South

 Another key issue for the development of

 Differences relating to slavery, and the

the South was slavery




Slavery was primarily connected with the South
driven in part by the large labor requirements of
the agricultural economy of the region
Your textbook reading (p.166) summarizes the
impact of slavery




The positive contributions of African-Americans to the
region
The many, destructive consequences associated with the
institution of slavery

assertion by some states that they had the
right to allow this barbaric practice, led to
southern secession and the Civil War


The war was devastating for the South, both
during the war (most battles were fought in the
region) and after
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The History of the South

Three competing transcontinental routes in 1860

 Post-war impacts on the South








1. dead soldiers: 260,000 dead Southerners,
out of a total regional population of 9 million
2. destroyed infrastructure: roads, buildings
3. weakened economy: lack of workers,
impoverished population, ruined farms and
cities
4. extended Reconstruction era: Union Army
in direct control of the South from 1865-1877
5. transcontinental railroad: moved to a
Northern route

The Civil War led
to the Chicago-SF
route being
developed first

X

The History of the South

The History of the South

 Q: if you were President following the Civil

 The blossoming of the South came about

War, what would you have done to get the
South going again?

with a change in the region’s economy



Manufacturing, based on the region’s farm
output, brought new kinds of jobs to the region
The region’s large pool of available, underemployed labor, brought two responses




1. former slaves and their descendents left the
region (first a few, then many)
2. businesses from the North relocated to the
region because people were willing to work for
less pay

The History of the South

The History of the South

 Growth in specific industries
 Cotton textiles: early 1900s
 Steel: early 1900s
 Forestry (pulp mills): 1930s and on
 Electronics and machinery assembly: 1950s and
on

 Perhaps one of the single greatest

examples of the emergence of industry in
the South: Hyundai






South Korean automaker invested over $1 billion
in constructing an auto assembly plant in
Montgomery, Alabama
Opened in 2004, the plant employs over 2,700
people in long-term, well-paying jobs
Part of an emerging southern automobile
manufacturing core: TN, MS, AL, GA, SC
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Historic Auto
Manufacturing Core

The History of the South
 Other automobile assembly plants have

followed


Emerging Southern
Auto Manufacturing
Core



As we can see, Honda, Kia, BMW, and
Mercedes-Benz now also have assembly plants
in the region
The South has changed in many ways, even
over the past 20 years
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